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Abstract




We first show that arithmetic is bi-interpretable (with parameters) with
the free monoid and with partially commutative monoids with trivial center.
This bi-interpretability implies that these monoids have the QFA property
and that finitely generated submonoids of these monoids are definable. More-
over, we show that any recursively enumerable language in a finite alphabet
X with two or more generators is definable in the free monoid. We also show
that for metabelian Baumslag-Solitar groups and for a family of metabelian
restricted wreath products of the form A o Z, the Diophantine Problem is
decidable. That is, we provide an algorithm that decides whether or not a
given system of equations in these groups has a solution.
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The first-order theory of an algebraic structure can reveal many of its intrinsic
properties. For instance, knowing the definable sets of a group can give you
insight into the structure of its automorphism group, since automorphisms
preserve definable sets. If a theory has quantifier elimination to quantifier-
free formulas, then any model of the theory has the property that all of
its substructures are elementarily equivalent to it and therefore, they share
many first-order properties.
It is therefore useful to study which sets and properties are definable
in the theory of an algebraic structure. Many algebraic properties can be
described using the language of first-order logic. For instance, in the language
of groups, being nilpotent, abelian, finite, and torsion-free are all first-order
definable. One can also define the center, the centralizer of finite subsets
(with constants), and the set of all commutators of a group. However, there
1
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is no way to express that a subgroup, or the group itself, is finitely generated.
Moreover, the definability of certain properties depends on the structure. The
rank of a finitely generated abelian group is definable, yet it is not definable
in the theory of a free group. The set of bases is definable for the free group
F2, but it is not definable for Fn when n > 2 [KM13].
For a given structure G, one can also ask whether the theory of G, Th(G),
(with or without constants), is decidable. That is, is there an algorithm that,
given a sentence in the language of the structure, can determine whether or
not the sentence belongs to Th(G)? There are many examples of decidable
and undecidable theories, as we will see below. Interestingly, algebraic struc-
tures with undecidable theory tend to share many other first-order proper-
ties, and the same is true for structures with decidable theory. For instance,
groups with decidable theory are usually stable, do not have many defin-
able sets, and the theory is not rigid (it does not classify the structure up
to isomorphism). Structures with undecidable theory typically are rich in
definable sets and the theory is QFA.
Mathematicians are also interested in the decidability of the positive ex-
istential theory of a structure. This is the subset of the first-order theory
(with constants) consisting of sentences of the form ∃x1, . . . xn t(x1, . . . , xn) =
s(x1, . . . , xn), where t(x1, . . . , xn) and s(x1, . . . , xn) are terms in the language
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of the structure. The decidability of the positive existential theory of an alge-
braic structure G is equivalent to the decidability of the Diophantine problem
for G (also called Generalized Hilbert’s tenth problem); that is, is there an
algorithm to determine if a given finite system of equations has a solution?
For those structures with decidable Diophantine problem, one can also ask
to describe the sets of solutions of the system.
The original version of Hilbert’s tenth problem was the Diophantine prob-
lem for the ring of integers, Z. The first steps towards solving the problem
were taken by Davis, Putnam, and Robinson [Dav96], who showed that recur-
sively enumerable sets can be represented in exponential Diophantine form;
that is, for a recursively enumerable set W ⊆ N, there is an expression P
such that
x ∈ W ←→ ∃x1, . . . , xn P (x, x1, . . . , xn, 2x1 , . . . , 2xn) = 0,
where x1, . . . , xn range through N.
Building on their work, Matisyasevich proved in 1970 [Mat71b] that the
relation {(x, y)|y = 2x} is Diophantine, and thus one can define recursively
enumerable sets with polynomials. That is, for a recursively enumerable set
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W , there is a polynomial P such that
x ∈ W ←→ ∃x1, . . . , xn P (x, x1, . . . , xn) = 0,
This result, and the fact that some recursively enumerable sets are not
recursive (for instance, the halting problem), implied the undecidability of
Peano arithmetic and in particular, of Hilbert’s tenth problem.
In this thesis, the structures we study are monoids and groups. Below,
we mention some results on the model theory of these structures.
1.1 Arithmetic and “rich” structures
In 1925, Kurt Gödel showed that the theory of the ring of natural numbers,
Peano arithmetic (PA), is incomplete. Implicit in his proof was the fact that
PA is undecidable; that is, there is no algorithm that can decide whether a
sentence in the language of rings is true or not about the natural numbers.
PA has been studied thoroughly and a lot is known about its models. In this
thesis, we will focus on the standard model of PA, which we will often refer
to as arithmetic and denote by N.
An interesting question to ask is whether an algebraic structure shares
first-order properties with arithmetic. The ring of natural numbers is a “rich”
structure, in the sense that it has many definable subsets. Yuri Matisyasevich
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proved in [Mat71a] that all recursively enumerable sets in the ring of natural
numbers are Diophantine and therefore, definable. In fact, the first order
theory of the natural numbers has the expressive power of its weak second
order theory, in which you can quantify over finite subsets. Moreover, arith-
metic is quasi-finitely axiomatizable (QFA), so a single first-order sentence in
the language of ring theory characterizes the structure up to isomorphism (in
the class of finitely generated structures). Thus, while the first order theory
of arithmetic is undecidable, it captures a lot of information about N.
The ring of integers, denoted by Z, is also a “rich” structure. In 1770,
Lagrange proved the Four Squares Theorem, which says that any natural
number is the sum of the squares of four integers. It follows from this result
that N is definable in Z. Since N is a definable subset of Z, it is certainly
interpretable in Z. It follows from this and Matisyasevich’s result [Mat71b]
that the two rings are in fact bi-interpretable and therefore in a sense, logi-
cally equivalent.
Structures that are bi-interpretable with arithmetic also have the QFA
property [Nie07] and the property that recursively enumerable sets are de-
finable. These structures are also prime, homogeneous, and have unde-
cidable, non-stable first order theory. Moreover, if two structures are bi-
interpretable without parameters (or with parameter sets C,D, respectively)
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then their groups of automorphisms (or groups of automorphisms fixing C,D,
respectively, pointwise) are isomorphic [Mar06]. Thus, constructing a bi-
interpretation between a structure G and arithmetic is a useful tool to study
the elementary theory of G.
In 1946, Quine proved that the free non-abelian semigroup of rank m ≥ 2
is bi-interpretable (with constants) with arithmetic [Qui46]. It follows from
this that the first order theory (with constants) of the free semigroup is un-
decidable. In Section 2.3.2 , we give an alternate proof of this result by
constructing a bi-interpretation of the free monoid with the list superstruc-
ture S(N,N) of N. This structure is known to be bi-interpretable with N
and its first-order theory has the expressive power of the weak second order
theory of N (see for example [RR67], [Coo17]). We also show that the rank of
the free monoid is definable, and moreover, we show that non-trivial free par-
tially commutative monoids with trivial center are also bi-interpretable (with
the standard generating set as parameters) with arithmetic. It was proven
by Dumev [Dur73], [Dur95] and Marchenkov [Mar82] that the ∀∃-theory of
the free semigroup is also undecidable.
The free monoid behaves differently to arithmetic when it comes to equa-
tions. The study of equations in the free semigroup began with Markov in
the 60s, who conjectured that the problem of solvability of equations in the
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free semigroup might be reduced to Hilbert’s Tenth Problem. Later, his
student Hmelevskii [Hme71] disproved his conjecture and constructed an al-
gorithm to solve equations in three unknowns and moreover, to solve systems
of equations, each of which contains at most two variables. Makanin proved
in [Mak77] the decidability of finite a system of arbitrary equations in the
free semigroup, which he showed reduces to the decidability of a single equa-
tion. In general, the decidability of a single equation and the decidability of a
system of equations are two fundamentally different problems. For instance,
single equations are decidable in the Heisenberg group, whereas systems of
equations are undecidable [DLS15].
1.2 Non-abelian free groups
In contrast, the free non-abelian group is not a “rich” structure. In fact,
it exhibits almost the opposite behavior of the free monoid. The only de-
finable subgroups are cyclic subgroups, which are defined as the centralizers
of elements of the group. Proper verbal subgroups have infinite width and
therefore are not definable [KM13]. Moreover, primitive elements are not
definable for a free group of rank m > 2.
In 1945, Tarski conjectured two propositions about free groups, which
were formalized as follows:
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1. Any two non-abelian free groups are elementarily equivalent, regardless
of their rank.
2. The theory of all non-abelian free groups is decidable.
Tarski was never explicit about the origin of these conjectures, but it’s
believed that they originated from two observations of the free group. The
first is that many properties of the free group, in particular the description
of its elements, are independent of the rank of the group. For instance, all
elements have infinite order, and the only abelian subgroups are infinite cyclic
subgroups. The second follows from the Reidemeister-Schreier process, and
it’s the fact that Fm can be embedded into Fn for any m,n ≥ 2, m < n,
and additionally, Fω ≤ Fm ≤ Fω for any m, where Fω is the free group of
countably infinite rank.
The first steps towards proving these conjectures was due to Vaught, who
was a student of Tarski’s. He showed that the conjectures are true for free
groups of infinte rank by using what is now known as the Taski-Vaught test.
The next significant progress was due to Merzljakov [Mer66], who proved that
all free groups have the same positive theory. In his proof, Merzljakov proved
quantifier elimination arbitrary positive formula to boolean combinations of
universal formulas, and these techniques served as a precursor to the eventual
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proofs of Tarski’s conjectures.
The observation that all free groups are universally equivalent made it
clear that the solution to Tarki’s conjectures would involve the study of
universally free groups. In the work of Gaglione and Spellman [GS93], Re-
menkislov [Rem89], and Chriswell [Chi76], it was shown that these are pre-
cisely the finitely generated fully residually free groups (later called limit
groups by Sela [Sel01]. These include orientable surface groups of genus
g ≥ 2 and non-orientable surface groups of genus g ≥ 4.
The solution to these problems, which came around 2006, involved the
development of the theory of these fully residually free groups, along with
Makanin-Razborov techniques for solving equations in free groups, and alge-
braic geometry over free groups (which Sela called Diophantine geometry).
The first two conjectures were proven by Kharlampovich and Myasnikov
[KM06], and independently by Sela [Sel09]. In their paper, Kharlampovich
and Myasnikov also proved the second conjecture: that the first-order theory
of the free group (with constants) is decidable.
The study of the Diophantine problem for the free group was integral in
the solution to Tarski’s conjectures. Lyndon provided one of the first results
in [Lyn60a], [Lyn60b], where he showed the decidability of equations over
free groups in one variable. Moreover, he provided a description of the solu-
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tions, which he showed can be defined by a finite system of what he called
“parametric words”. Lorents [Lor68] later extended this result to systems of
equations in one variable. Chriswell and Remeslennikov [CR00] gave a de-
scription of solution sets of these systems as the set of homomorphisms from
the coordinate group of irreducible algebraic sets to a free group. Following
the work of Hmelevskii, Yu Ozhigov [Ozh83] showed the decidability of the
Diophantine problem for systems of equations in two variables and provided
a description of the solutions.
Malcev [Mal62] described the solution set of the equation zxyx−1y−1z−1 =
aba−1b−1 using the group of automorphisms of the coordinate group of equa-
tions and minimal solutions. Makanin had a major breakthrough in the
1980s, when he proved the decidability of arbitrary systems of equations over
free groups [Mak83]. He created the Makanin process, an extremely useful
technique for working with equations in the free group. Based on Makanin’s
algorithm, Razborov [81] provided a description of the sets of solutions to sys-
tems of equations in free groups via what is now called Makanin-Razaborov
diagrams. Kharlampovich and Miasnikov [KM96], [KM98] described solu-
tions in terms of NTQ groups. Later, Kharlampovich, Lysenokov, Myas-
nikov and Touikan [Kha+10] showed that solving quadratic equations over
free groups is NP-complete.
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Most of the results for free groups are true for all torsion-free hyperbolic
groups. The elementary theory is decidable, stable [Sel13], and there is
effective quantifier elimination to ∀∃-formulas. Cyclic subgroups are the
only definable subgroups. Sela [Sel09] provided an algorithm to determine
whether two torsion-free hyperbolic groups are elementarily equivalent, and
moreover, showed that hyperbolicity is a first-order invariant.
In some sense, the theory of the free group does not “say” much about
the free group. Unlike the free monoid, one cannot define the rank of a
free group with a first-order sentence, and more so, one cannot distinguish
a free group from certain surface groups. Thus, the “freeness” of the group
is not captured in the first-order theory. However, the theory is decidable,
complete, stable, and has quantifier elimination. This give and take is very
common in the model theory of algebraic structures.
1.3 Solvable groups
Free solvable groups exhibit a different behavior from free groups. Rogers,
Smith, and Solitar showed in [RSS86] that free solvable groups of different
finite ranks have different ∀∃∀-theories, and therefore are not elementarily
equivalent. In fact, they show that the class of free solvable groups is first-
order rigid; that is, two free solvable groups are elementarily equivalent if and
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only if they are isomorphic. The same is true for free nilpotent groups and
free abelian groups of finite rank, and for partially commutative metabelian
groups [GT09]. Oger [Oge91] showed that two finitely generated nilpotent
groups G and H are elementarily equivalent if and only if G× Z ∼= H × Z.
Abelian groups behave quite nicely. The elementary theory is decidable;
this follows from Szmielew’s results [Szm55], where she determined invariants
that characterize abelian groups up to elementary equivalence. The theory
has quantifier elimination to positive primitive formulas; this quantifier elim-
ination is effective if the group has decidable index problem. The theory
is stable, and the definable subsets are boolean combinations of cosets of
normal subgroups.
Another interesting class of solvable groups, whose behavior is closer to
that of arithmetic, is the class of metabelian Baumslag-Solitar groups. These
groups have the presentation B(1, n) = 〈a, b|a−1ba = bn〉. When n = 1, the
group B(1, 1) ∼= Z2. It was shown by Khelif [Khe07] that for n ≥ 2, these
groups are bi-interpretable (with constants) with arithmetic. Therefore, the
theory of B(1, n) (with constants) is undecidable, yet rich in definable sub-
sets. A finitely generated group is elementarily equivalent to B(1, n) if and
only if it is isomorphic to B(1, n). This result follows from the work of
Nies [Nie07] and Khelif [Khe07], who showed that metabelian Baumslag-
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Solitar groups have the QFA property. Moreover, a recent result [KM19]
shows that the first-order theory of any one-relator group containing a solv-
able Baumslag-Solitar subgroup is undecidable because the subgroup is in-
terpretable in the group.
Denote by EP1 the problem of solvability of one equation. Roman’kov
showed that EP1 is undecidable even for the subclass of all split equations
of the form w(x1, . . . , xn) = g, where w(x1, . . . , xn) is a coefficient-free word
and g is an element of the underlying group G that is a free nilpotent of
class ≥ 9 [Rom77] (this bound was later reduced to ≥ 4 in [Rom79]) or
G is a free metabelian non-abelian group [Rom79]. In [DLS15] the authors
proved that EP1 is decidable in the Heisenberg group that is free nilpotent
of rank 2 and class 2. But the Diophantine problem (denoted by EP in
[DLS15]) is undecidable in any non-abelian free nilpotent group. Moreover,
in a finitely generated metabelian group G given by a finite presentation in
the varietyM2 of metabelian groups, the Diophantine problem is undecidable
asymptotically almost surely if the deficiency of the presentation is at least
2 [GMO16].
Noskov [Nos84] showed that the first-order theory of a finitely generated
solvable group is decidable if and only if the group is virtually abelian. Since
virtually abelian solvable groups have decidable first-order theory, the Dio-
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phantine problem is decidable. For non-virtually abelian solvable groups,
the situation is different. In a recent result of Garreta, Miasnikov, and
Ochvikinov [GMO18], it was shown that for a finitely generated non-virtually
abelian nilpotent group G, there is a ring of algebraic integers O that is e-
interpretable (interpretable by equations) in G, and so it follows that the
Diophantine problem in G reduces to that of O. There is a longstanding
conjecture in number theory that the ring Z is Diophantine in any ring of
algebraic integers O, and therefore, the Diophantine problem in O is unde-
cidable.
For any group G and any i ≥ 2, the quotient G/γi(G) is a nilpotent group.
For a finitely generated metabelian group G, γ3(G) has finite width and is
therefore definable in G. Therefore, the quotient G/γ3(G) is interpretable
in G. If G/γ3(G) is non virtually abelian, then it follows from the previous
result that one can interpret a ring of integers, and assuming the conjecture
to be true, the Diophantine problem in G/γ3(G) is undecidable. This result
can then be carried over to G by transitivity of e-interpretability.
The discussion above shows that finitely generated metabelian groups G
with virtually abelian quotients G/γ3(G) present an especially interesting
case in the study of equations in metabelian groups. The groups BS(1, k)
and wreath products A o Z, where A is a finitely generated abelian group
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and Z is an infinite cyclic group, are the typical examples of such groups. In
Chapter 3, we show that equations in these groups are decidable, and thus we
provide first examples of non-virtually abelian finitely generated metabelian
groups with decidable Diophantine problem.
1.4 One relator groups and monoids
One relator groups often appear in combinatorial and geometric group the-
ory and have been studied extensively. They also come up in topology as
the fundamental groups of surfaces. In 1931, Magnus [Mag30] showed that
all one relator groups can be broken down into the Magnus hierarchy. He
later provided an algorithm to solve the word problem in one relator groups
[Mag32].
An interesting class of one-relator groups is the class of Baumslag-Solitar
groups B(m,n) = 〈a, b|a−1bma = bn〉. When m 6= 1, these groups are not
metabelian. These groups were introduced in [BS62] by Baumslag and Soli-
tar as the first examples of one-relator non-Hopfian groups and have since
then been found to have many remarkable properties. Moldavanski classi-
fied Baumslag-Solitar groups up to existential and elementary theory [Mol91].
Adding to Moldavanski’s work, Casals-Ruiz and Kazachkov showed in [CK12]
that for the groups BS(m,n) and BS(l, k), the following properties are equiv-
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alent:
1. either k = ±m and l = ±n or k = ±n and l = ±m
2. BS(m,n) and BS(l, k) are elementarily equivalent
3. BS(m,n) and BS(l, k) are isomorphic
In a recent result of Garreta and Grey [GG19], they provide a family of
one relator monoids with decidable Diophantine problem.
1.5 Outline of results
Our main theorem in Chapter 2 is the following:
Theorem 3. 1. The list superstructure of N, S(N,N), and the free monoid,
MX , are bi-interpretable with parameters in X uniformly in X.
2. If a non-trivial partially commutative monoid AΓ has trivial center,
then S(N,N) and AΓ are bi-interpretable with the standard generating set
(vertices V of Γ) as parameters.
Since S(N,N) and N are bi-interpretable without parameters, it immedi-
ately follows that MX and AΓ are bi-interpretable with parameters with N
(Corollary 4).
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Moreover, in Chapter 2 we provide a family of one-relator monoids in
which N is interpretable. These results give us interesting corollaries. For
instance, the monoids in which one can interpret N have undecidable first-
order theory. We also show that any structure G that is bi-interpretable with
arithmetic is bi-interpretable with its list superstructure, S(G,N). Moreover,
we show that for the free monoid and partially commutative monoids with
trivial center and for any k ∈ N, there exists a single formula that defines
finitely generated submonoids with k generators. Finally, we show that these
monoids do not have quantifier elimination to boolean combinations of Σn
and Πn formulas for any n. These results are published in [KL19].
In Chapter 3, we prove the following:
Theorem 8. The Diophantine Problem in BS(1, k) is decidable.
Theorem 11. The Diophantine problem is decidable in A o Z, where A is a
finitely generated abelian group.
We use techniques from linear algebra to reduce most of the systems to
linear systems of equations and provide two partial algorithms, one which
halts if there is a solution to the system and one which halts if there is
no solution. These results can be found in our article [KLM19] which has
recently been accepted in Mathematics of Computation.
Chapter 2
Arithmetic and the free monoid
2.1 Arithmetic and bi-interpretability
Let B = 〈B;L(B)〉 be an algebraic structure. A subset A ⊆ Bn is said
to be definable in B if there is a formula φ(x1, . . . , xn) in L(B) such that
A = {(b1, . . . , bn) ∈ Bn | B |= φ(b1, . . . , bn)}. For example, in any group one
can define the center of the group with the formula φ(x) : ∀y(xy = yx).
A property of a structure is said to be definable if there is a sentence that
describes that property. For instance, the property of being abelian can be
defined by the sentence ψ : ∀x∀y(xy = yx). When we say that a subset (or a
property) is definable with parameters b1, · · · , bn, this means that the defining
formula (or sentence) is a formula containing the constants b1, · · · , bn from
the domain of B. For example, the centralizer of an element g in a group G
can be defined by the formula φ(y) : ∀y(gy = yg).
18
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In general, it is a difficult problem to find which properties and subsets of
a structure are definable. More often than not, one cannot simply construct
a defining first-order formula, but merely prove one exists. If one is lucky
enough, one can show that the structure is similar (or equivalent) to a struc-
ture whose first-order theory has been thoroughly studied and understood.
An example of such a theory is Peano arithmetic. In the first part of this
thesis, we show that the free monoid and partially commutative monoids
with trivial center are similar to arithmetic.
Below, we will discuss interpretability and bi-interpretability, which are
central to our study of the first-order theory of monoids. Moreover, we will
discuss some model-theoretic properties of arithmetic that are passed down
to structures that are bi-interpretable with N.
2.1.1 Bi-interpretability
Definition 1. Let A = 〈A, f, . . . , R, . . . , c, . . .〉 be an algebraic structure,
where f, P, and c stand for functions, predicates, and constants. We say A
is interpretable in another structure B if there is:
• a definable subset A∗ ⊆ Bn
• an equivalence relation ∼ on A∗, definable in B
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• functions f ∗, . . ., relations R∗, . . . , and constants c∗, . . . on the set A∗/ ∼,
all definable in B
such that the structure A∗ = 〈A∗/ ∼, f ∗, . . . , R∗, . . . , c∗, . . .〉 is isomorphic to
A.
We say A is interpretable in B with parameters b1, . . . , bn ∈ B if the
defining formulas used in the interpretation contain these constants. If the
interpretation is without parameters, we say A is ∅-interpretable in B. The
interpretation of A in a class of structures C is said to be uniform if the
formulas that interpret A in a structure B are the same for every structure
B ∈ C . Uniform interpretability with parameters in a class C means that the
formulas that interpret A in a structure B are the same for every structure
B ∈ C and the parameters in each such B come from subsets uniformly
definable in C .
If A is interpretable in B, then in a sense, there is a copy of the structure
A lying inside of B. It is natural to conclude that all of the information
(first-order properties, definable sets, etc.) in Th(A) will be contained in
Th(B). The following lemma, which is a principle result on interpretability,
says just that.
Lemma 1. [Hod93] If A is interpretable in B with parameters c1, . . . , cn,
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then for every formula ψ(x̄) of L(A), one can effectively construct a formula
ψ∗(z̄, c1, · · · , cn) of L(B) such that for any ā ∈ A, one has that A |= ψ(ā) if
and only if B |= [ψ(ā)]∗.
Here, [ψ(ā)]∗ denotes the interpretation of the formula ψ(ā). That is, the
constants a1, . . . , an in ψ(x̄) are replaced by their interpretation in B along
with any predicates, functions, and constants.
Lemma 1 shows that interpretability has many interesting applications.
Corollary 1. Suppose A is ∅-interpretable in B. If Th(A) is undecidable,
then Th(B) is undecidable.
Corollary 2. [Ers+65] If N is interpretable in B (possibly with parameters)
then Th(B) is undecidable.
Note that Corollary 2 is stronger than Corollary 1 since it is not required
that N is interpretable in B without parameters.
If A is interpretable in B and B is interpretable in A, we say that A and
B are mutually interpretable. We now define the notion of bi-interpretability.
Definition 2. Two algebraic structures A and B are said to be bi-interpretable
if they satisfy the following conditions:
• B is interpretable in A as B∗, A is interpretable in B as A∗, which
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by transitivity implies that A is interpretable in itself as A∗∗ and B in
itself as B∗∗.
• There is an isomorphism A → A∗∗ definable in A and an isomorphism
B → B∗∗ definable in B.
If the defining formulas in the interpretation use parameters, we say A
and B are bi-interpretable with parameters. Otherwise, we say A and B are
∅-bi-interpretable.
Note that bi-interpretability is a much stronger notion than mutual inter-
pretability. The additional requirement that the isomorphisms A → A∗∗ and
B → B∗∗ are definable suggests that in a sense, the interpretations A∗ and
B∗ are reasonable and that the structures themselves can encode and decode
them. There are examples of structures that are mutually interpretable but
not bi-interpretable. For example, the Heisenberg group UT3(Z) of 3 × 3
unitriangular matrices with entries in Z is mutually interpretable with arith-
metic [Mal60], but the two structures are not bi-interpretable [Khe07].
Lemma 1 also implies that structures that are bi-interpretable have es-
sentially the same definable sets and maps. When two structures are bi-
interpretable (or bi-interpretable with parameters), then their automorphism
groups (or group of automorphisms fixing the parameters pointwise), are the
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same. Morevoer, many first-order properties, like stability, homogeneity, and
finite axiomatization are preserved (we will define some of these terms later
in the text). Thus, bi-interpretability can be seen as an equivalence relation
between two structures of possibly different signatures.
2.1.2 Arithmetic
The ring of natural numbers, N, has signature N = 〈N,+, ·, 0, 1〉 and its
theory is called Peano arithmetic. Kurt Gödel showed in 1925 that Peano
arithmetic is incomplete; that is, there are theorems about the natural num-
bers that are not provable from the five postulates that axiomatize the theory.
This, together with some results about computability, implied that the theory
is also undecidable.
Nevertheless, arithmetic has many “good” properties. For instance, it is
quasi-finitely axiomatizable. This means that, within the class of finitely gen-
erated structures, there is a single first-order sentence that can characterize
N up to isomorphism.
Definition 3. An infinite finitely generated structure G is quasi-finitely
axiomatizable (QFA) if there is a first-order sentence φ ∈ L(G) such that
• G |= φ
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• if H is a finitely generated structure with the same signature as G and
H |= φ, then H ∼= G.
There are many examples of QFA structures. For instance, the restricted
wreath products Zp oZ, with p prime, UT3(Z), and the subgroup of the group
of permutations of Z generated by the successor function and transpositions,
are all QFA groups. In fact, Nies [Nie07] showed that any structure that
is bi-interpretable (possibly with parameters) with arithmetic is also QFA.
Khelif [Khe07] showed that metabelian Baumslag-Solitar groups B(1, n) =
〈a−1ba = bn〉, with n ≥ 2, are bi-interpretable with arithmetic and therefore
QFA. He also showed that any free metabelian group of finite rank n ≥ 2 is
QFA.
A set K ∈ N is recursive if there is a recursive function f : K → {0, 1}
such that n ∈ K if and only if f(n) = 1. A set K ⊆ N is recursively
enumerable if it is the range of a total recursive function. Matisyasevich
[Mat71a] proved that recursively enumerable sets are definable in N. In
particular, he proved the following:
Proposition 1. For any recursively enumerable set R ⊆ Nm, there is a poly-
nomial P (x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym) such that the equation P (x1, . . . , xn, a1, . . . , am) =
0 has a solution if and only if (a1, . . . , am) ∈ R.
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This implies that any recursively enumerable set of natural numbers can
be defined by a first order formula of the form φ(ȳ) : ∃x1, . . . , xn P (x̄, ȳ) =
0. Sets satisfying this property are said to be Diophantine. The definable
subsets of arithmetic defined by these existential formulas are therefore the
recursively enumerable sets; these are also referred to as arithmetical sets.
Moreover, N is a prime model of Peano arithmetic. A structure G is prime
if for any structure H such that Th(G) = Th(H), G elementary embeds into
H. If a theory has a prime model, then it is unique up to isomorphism. This
property is also preserved under bi-interpretability.
Remark 1. A structure G is prime if and only if the orbit of each tuple
under the action of Aut(G) is definable without parameters.
2.1.3 The list superstructure of N
Let B be an algebraic structure. The three-sorted structure S(B,N), termed
the list superstructure over B, is defined as
S(B,N) = 〈B, S(B),N, t(s, i, a), l(s),_,∈〉, (2.1)
where N = 〈N ; +, ·, 0, 1〉 is the standard arithmetic, S(B) is the set of
all finite sequences (tuples) of elements of B, l : S(B) → N is the length
function which takes a sequence s = (s1, . . . , sn) to its length, n, and t(x, y, z)
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is a predicate on S(B) × N × B such that t(s, i, a) holds in S(B,N) if and
only if s = (s1, . . . , sn) ∈ S(B), i ∈ N, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and a = si ∈ B. This
structure has the same expressive power as the weak second order theory of
B. In the weak second order logic, one can quantify not only over elements
of the domain, but over finite subsets.
The list superstructure of N is denoted by S(N,N). The following Lemma
is based on two facts: the first one is that there are effective codings of the
set of all tuples of natural numbers such that the natural operations over
the tuples are computable on their codes (see [Coo17], [RR67]); and the
second is Matisyasevich’s result that all computably enumerable predicates
over natural numbers are ∅-definable in N.
Lemma 2. The list superstructure S(N,N) is ∅-interpretable in N. Moreover,
S(N,N) and N are bi-interpretable without parameters.
Lemma 2 implies that Peano arithmetic contains the expressive power of
the weak second order theory of N. We will see in Section 2.3.2 that MX also
has this property as a consequence of bi-interpretability.
The result that N and MX are bi-interpretable follows from Section 4
of Quine’s paper [Qui46]. He showed that the structure 〈N,+, ·, ↑, 0, 1〉 is
bi-interpretable with C = 〈C,_〉 with two parameters from C. The first
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structure is the same as N, with the additional predicate x ↑ y, which means
xy. Since the predicate z = xy is computable and therefore definable in
terms of addition and multiplication (see, for example, [Mat71a]) it can be
removed from the signature. The second is a model of concatenation theory;
C is the set of words on a finite generating set (with at least two elements)
and _ is the concatenation operation. The free monoid and C are equivalent
structures.
2.2 Interpretation of N in some classes of monoids
The signature of a monoid is 〈·, ∅〉, where · is the multiplication operation
and ∅ is the identity element. (The identity element is definable, thus it can
be removed from the signature). We will use Quine’s method from [Qui46],
Section 3, to interpret N = 〈N,+, ·, 0, 1〉 in MX = 〈MX , ·, ∅〉 and some other
monoids with parameters.
Let G be a monoid containing elements x1, x2 and S be the set of non-
trivial elements of G that can be represented by subwords of words in the
set
S̄ = {xi11 x
j1




2 |i1, . . . , ik ∈ N− {0}, j1, . . . , jk ∈ {1, 2}}.
Lemma 3. N is interpretable in any monoid G that contains two elements
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x1 and x2 such that
1. x1 generates a free cyclic submonoid 〈x1〉 that is definable;
2. S is definable;
3. Distinct words in S̄ represent distinct elements. Let w̄ be the word
representing w ∈ S. If v = u1uu2 and v, u ∈ S, then u1, u2 ∈ S or
empty and the equality v̄ = ū1ūū2 is graphical.
The third assumption implies that both x1 and x2 are not divisors of 1;
in particular, they are not invertible.
Proof. The set N can be interpreted as the centralizer of x1, C(x1) = {xn1 |
n ∈ N}, which is defined by the formula θ(y, x1) : x1y = yx1. One has to show
that the operations + and · and the constants 0 and 1 are intepretable. To
interpret addition, we interpret the addition relation {(m,n, k) | m+n = k}




1 ) which can be defined by the
formula φ(x, y, z): xy = z. Thus, we interpret the constant 0 in N as the
empty word ∅, and it is easy to see ∅ is an identity element of the addition
operation defined by φ. To interpret multiplication of N, we show that set
{(xn1 , xm1 , xnm1 )} is definable. Given xn1 , xm1 , define w as
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w(xn1 , x
m























The element w ∈ S is completely determined by the following conditions:











2w3 and w2 = v1x2v2, v1, v2 ∈ 〈x1〉, and v1 6=
x1 and v1 6= x21, then w3 = v3x2v4x22w4, where v1 = v3x1, v4 = v2xm1 ,






2 where v5 ∈ 〈x1〉 or w = x22x1x2xm+11 x22.
Conditions 1)–3) can be written in L{x1,x2}. Note that in condition 3),
we take into account the case where n = 0, i.e. xn1 = ∅. Let ψ(x, y, w) be
the formula defining w(x, y), where x, y ∈ C(x1), then for x = xn1 , y = xm1 ,
we have z = xnm1 if and only if
φ(x, y, z) : x, y, z ∈ 〈x1〉∧(∃wψ(x, y, w)∧(∃w4w = w4x22x21x2zx1x22∨z = ∅)).
The identity element 1 in N can be interpreted as x1. One can easily
check that it is consistent with the interpretation of multiplication.
The previous result implies that N is interpretable in many interesting
monoids.
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• A Baumslag-Solitar monoid is a monoid given by a presentation 〈a, b|abk =
bma〉.
• Partially commutative monoids (also known as trace monoids or right
angled Artin monoids are defined as follows:
Given a finite graph Γ with the set of vertices V and edges E, we define
such a monoid AΓ by generators V and relations v1v2 = v2v1 for each
pair of vertices (v1, v2) ∈ E.
Theorem 1. N is interpretable (with parameters) in MX and in the following
classes of monoids:
a) Baumslag-Solitar monoids with k,m > 2 (we do not need parameters
for them)
b) Non-commutative partially commutative monoids.
c) One-relator monoids G = 〈a, b, C|x = y〉, where C is a non-empty
alphabet, some letter of C appears in y and neither x nor y end with a
(or one could consider the dual case).
Proof. a) We take x1 = a, x2 = b. The set S can be defined using the fact
that both x1 and x2 are irreducible elements. Notice that elements a and b
are definable, therefore we have interpretability without parameters.
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b) We take x1 = v1, x2 = v2 such that Γ does not have an edge between
v1 and v2. A non-trivial element is irreducible if it is not a product of two
non-trivial elements. The cyclic submonoid 〈x1〉 is definable as the set con-
sisting of the trivial element and non-trivial elements having only x1 as their
irreducible divisor. The set S can be defined using the fact that both x1 and
x2 are irreducible elements. The generating set of AΓ is definable as a set
of irreducible elements. The submonoid generated by x1, x2 is free and an
element in S cannot be represented as a word not in S̄, therefore the third
assumption is also satisfied.
Moreover, the free submonoid generated by x1, x2 is definable, hence the
statement also follows from transitivity of interpretations.
c) In this case we can assume that the monoid is not free because for a
free monoid all the assumptions of Lemma 3 are satisfied. The element a
is irreducible. By the Freiheitssatz for one relator monoids, a, b generate a
free submonoid since a letter from C appears in the relation. Note that since
neither x nor y end in an a, we cannot create an a at the end of a word by
applying relations and if ua, va are equal in G then u and v are equal in G
(since the derivation from ua to va will never touch the final a).
We show by induction on word length that the centralizer of a is 〈a〉. If
w commutes with a then from aw = wa in G and by the above, we have that
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w graphically ends in a, say w = ua. Then aua = uaa in G. We deduce by
right cancelling a, as discussed above, that au = ua in G. By induction u is
a power of a and hence w is a power of a.
If x contains some letters from C, then the submonoid generated by a, b
is definable. If only y contains some c ∈ C but b is contained in x and y,
then we can interchange c and b. Suppose that x only contains b and maybe
a and y only contains c and maybe a. Then x 6= b, y 6= c because the monoid
is not free. Therefore, b, c are irreducible. In this case we can replace b by
bcb in the interpretation and in the definition of the set S.
Corollary 3. If G is a monoid from Theorem 1, then the first-order theory
Th(G) is undecidable.
To eliminate parameters from the interpretation of N in MX given in
Lemma 3 we need the following lemma.
Lemma 4. The relation {(xs2, xs1) | s ∈ N} is definable in MX with parame-
ters x1, x2.
Proof. We begin by defining the set {xs2xs1 | s ∈ N}. Let a = x1x2x1x22.




3 · · ·xs2xs1as+1 satisfies the following con-
ditions:
1) f = ax2x1a
2g3 where g3 does not begin with a
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2) If f = g1āg2āag3 where ā ∈ C(a), g1 does not end in a, g2 does not
start or end with a and g3 does not start with a, then g3 = x2g2x1āa
2g4
where g4 does not start with a or g3 = ∅.
3) f = g1āuāa, where a ∈ C(a), g1 does not end in a and u does not begin
or end with a and is not divisible by a.
Conditions 1)–3) can be written in L{x1,x2} and uniquely define a word f ,
so let φ(x) be the formula defining all such words f , then the formula
ψ(x) : ∃f, g1, g′1, b, x1, x2 (φ(f)∧f = g1bxab∧g1 6= g′1a∧x 6= x1a∧x 6= ax2∧b ∈ C(a))
defines the set {xs2xs1 | s ∈ N}.
Now the following formula defines the set of pairs of the form (xs2, x
s
1):
Trans(x, y) : ∃z ψ(z) ∧ z = xy ∧ x ∈ C(x2) ∧ y ∈ C(x1) (2.3)
The basis X consists of all irreducible elements and therefore is definable
in MX by the formula θ(x) : ∀y∀z (x = yz =⇒ y = ∅ ∨ z = ∅).
Theorem 2. N is ∅-interpretable in MX .
Proof. We will give a proof for MX . Denote by Nxi the interpretation of N as
C(xi), where xi is an element of the basis X. The number m is interpreted
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as a pair (xmi , xi). Lemma 3 implies that there is a definable isomorphism
between Nxi and Nxj for any two elements xi and xj of the basis. Indeed,
we can define pairs (xsi , x
s
j), i 6= j where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ |X|, without parameters
with the following formula:
φ(x, y) : ∃z1, z2(z1, z2 ∈ X ∧ z1 6= z2 ∧ Trans′(x, y)) (2.4)
where Trans′(x, y) is the formula Trans(x, y) with any occurrences of x1 and
x2 replaced by z1 and z2, respectively.
Thus we have a definable (without parameters) equivalence relation on the
set of pairs (xmi , xi) and factoring over this equivalence relation we identify
all the structures Nxi into one structure isomorphic to N = 〈N,+, ·, 0, 1〉.
Therefore N = 〈N,+, ·, 0, 1〉 is ∅-interpretable in MX .
Remark 2. We can similarly prove ∅-interpretability of N = 〈N,+, ·, 0, 1〉
in the non-commutative AΓ.
2.3 Bi-interpretability of MX and some other
monoids with N
We have shown in the previous section that N is interpretable in a monoid
G satisfying the assumptions of Lemma 3. Thus, by transitivity of inter-
pretability, we have that S(N,N) is interpretable in G and, therefore, in MX .
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In this section we will construct a direct interpretation of S(N,N) in MX ,
which we will use in Section 2.3.2. The same technique also works for AΓ
without center.
Lemma 5. S(N,N) is ∅-interpretable in MX and in any non-commutative
AΓ.
Proof. We will give the proof for MX . Recall that the set C(x1) = {xn1 |
n ∈ N} is interpretable in MX with parameter x1 and similarly C(x2) is
interpretable with parameter x2.
To interpret S(N,N) in MX , we first interpret a tuple t = (t1, . . . , tm) in







2 · · ·xm1 xtm+12 (2.5)
Note that any such word wt is completely determined by t and the fol-
lowing conditions:
1) (head) wt = x1x2g1
2) (recursion) If wt = g3x
i
1g4 where g3 6= g′3x1, g4 = x2g′4, then g4 =
g5x
i+1
1 g6 where g5 ∈ C(x2) and g6 = x2g′6, or g4 ∈ C(x2).
3) (tail) wt = g7x2
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Conditions 1)–3) are definable in L{x1,x2}, so there is a formula w(x)
defining the set of words wt for t ∈ S(N).
Next, we interpret the relations ∈, t(s, i, a), l(s, n). The set of triples
(w, xi1, x
a
1), where a is the i
th component of the tuple given by w, can be
defined by the following formula, which says roughly that xi1x
a+1
2 is a subword
of w:
t(x, y, z) : w(x) ∧ y ∈ C(x1)∧
(∃g1, g2, g′1, g′2, v x = g1yx2vg2 ∧ g1 6= g′1x1 ∧ g2 6= x2g′2∧
v ∈ C(x2) ∧ Trans(v, z))
The set of pairs (xa1, w) where a is a component of the tuple encoded
in w, can be defined by the formula In(x, y) : ∃z t(y, z, x). Finally, the
length relation can be defined by the formula l(x, y) : w(x) ∧ y ∈ C(x1) ∧
∃g1, g2, g′1 x = g1yg2 ∧ g1 6= g′1x1 ∧ g2 ∈ C(x2).
Next we interpret the concatenation operation in MX . Suppose we have
words w1 and w2 corresponding to the tuples (t1, . . . , tm) and (p1, . . . , pn)




2 · · ·xm+n1 x
pn+1
2 . Then w
′
2 has the following
properties:
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1) (head)w′2 = x
m+1
1 x2g1, where m is the length of w1
2) (recursion) If w′2 = g2x
m+i





1 g4, where g4 = x2g
′
4, or g3 = x
pi+1
2 .
3) (tail) w′2 = g5x2
All of these properties are definable with parameters x1, x2, and with the
formulas defining the interpretations of the length and position functions.
Thus, there is a formula φ(x, y, z) such that MX |= φ(w1, w2, w′2) if and only
if w1, w2, w
′
2 are as above. Now let t3 be the concatenation of the tuples t1 and
t2. Let the corresponding words be w1, w2, w3 respectively. Then the formula
Concat(x, y, z): ∃uφ(x, y, u) ∧ z = xu defines concatenation uniformly in
X, that is, Concat(w1, w2, w3) holds when t1 _ t2 = t3. Note that the use
of x1, x2 in the interpretation is arbitrary; if instead of x1, x2 we take two
xi, xj ∈ X, i 6= j, we just have to replace in the formula x1, x2 by xi, xj,
respectively.
To eliminate parameters we can now, as in the proof of Theorem 2, define
by a formula the equivalence relation identifying elements wt(xi, xj) for all
pairs (xi, xj) of basis elements.
The proof for AΓ is similar.
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2.3.1 Interpretation of MX and other monoids in S(N,N)
Let X = {x1, . . . , xn}. We interpret a monomial xi1xi2 · · ·xim ∈ MX as the
tuple (i1, i2, . . . , im). Let T = {(t1, . . . , tm) | 1 ≤ ti ≤ n, m ∈ N}, then any
element of T can be uniquely associated to a monomial in MX . So, MX can
be interpreted in S(N,N) as the set T . It is easy to see T is definable since
the conditions 1 ≤ ti ≤ n and m ∈ N can be written in the language of
S(N,N). Multiplication in MX can be interpreted as concatenation. So, MX
is ∅-interpretable in S(N,N).
Lemma 6. If G is a monoid from Theorem 1, a), b) or a monoid with
solvable word problem from c), then G is interpretable in S(N,N) and in N.
Proof. Notice that the word problem is solvable in monoids from a) and b).
One can recursively enumerate all short-lex forms of elements inG and encode
them as tuples in N the same way as this is done for MX . Multiplication is not
just concatenation anymore, but the corresponding predicate is recursively
enumerable and therefore definable in S(N,N).
2.3.2 Bi-interpretation
Theorem 3. 1. S(N,N) and MX are bi-interpretable with parameters in X
uniformly in X.
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2. If a non-trivial partially commutative monoid AΓ has trivial center,
then S(N,N) and AΓ are bi-interpretable with the standard generating set
(vertices V of Γ) as parameters.
1. We first will prove bi-interpretability of S(N,N) and MX uniformly
in X. Since the bi-interpretability is with parameters, we will use the first
interpretation of MX from the proof of Lemma 3, in which we used x1 and
x2 as parameters.
Denote by M∗X the interpretation of MX in S(N,N), and by S(N,N)∗ the
interpretation of S(N,N) in MX . Denote the images of MX and S(N,N) in
themselves by M∗∗X and S(N,N)∗∗, respectively. To show bi-interpretability,
it remains to show that the isomorphisms S(N,N) → S(N,N)∗∗ and MX →
MX∗∗ are definable in S(N,N) and MX , respectively. The isomorphism
ψ : S(N,N) → S(N,N)∗∗ is the composition of the map taking a tuple
t = (t1, . . . , tm) 7→ wt = x1xt1+12 · · ·xm1 xtm+12 and the map taking M =
xt1 · · ·xtm 7→ tM = (t1, . . . , tm). So, ψ(t) = (1, 2, . . . , 2) _ (1, 1, 2, . . . , 2) _
· · · _ (1, . . . , 1, 2, . . . , 2) where the ith tuple has i 1’s and ti + 1 2’s. Since
every recursively enumerable predicate is definable in N we have the following
Lemma 7. The isomorphism φ : S(N,N) → S(N,N)∗∗ mapping t 7→ twt is
∅-definable in S(N,N).
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To show that the isomorphism φ : MX → MX∗∗ is definable, note that
this map is the composition of the map sending xi1 · · ·xim 7→ (i1, . . . , im) and
the map sending (i1, . . . , im) 7→ x1xi1+12 · · ·xm1 xim+12 . We will show that this
isomorphism is definable with parameters in X. Recall that the set X is
definable in MX .
We first define a relation R = {(x1, x1), (x2, x21), . . . , (xn, xn1 )} that pairs
up the index of an element in X with its interpretation. In the language LX ,
this relation is certainly definable. We will call two elements xi and x
i
1 pairs.





1 · · ·x2xm1 (2.6)
Lemma 8. The set of pairs B = {(am, xm1 ) | m ∈ N,m > 0} is definable in
MX .
Proof. The monomials am are completely determined by m and the following
conditions:
1) (head) am = x2x1x2u
2) (recursion) If am = u1x2vx2u2 with v ∈ C(x1), u2 6= xm1 , then u2 =
vx1x2u3.
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3) (tail) am = u4x2x
m
1
The conditions are definable in MX in the language L{x1,x2}, so the rela-
tion B is definable in MX with parameters x1 and x2.
Lemma 9. The isomorphism φ : M∗∗X →MX sending wM = x1x
i1+1
2 · · ·xm1 xim+12 7→
M = xi1 · · ·xim is definable in MX with parameters in X uniformly in X.
Proof. Recall that for a word wM = x1x
i1+1
2 · · ·xm1 xim+12 we have defined a
length relation and the position relation t(s, i, a). Thus, for wM let a = am,





3) · · · xi1xi2 · · ·xim(am+1xm+12 am+1) (2.7)
The word w is completely determined by wM and the following conditions:
1) (head) w = (ax2a)xi1(a
2x22a
2)v1, where xi1 is the pair of the first com-
ponent of wM .





2 āa)v4, where ā ∈ C(a), v2, v3 do not end in a,
v3, v4 do not start with a,
then v4 = v3xij+1(āa
2xj+22 āa
2)v5, where v5 does not begin with a, and
xij+1 is the pair of the (j + 1)
′st component of wM
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3) (tail) w = v6(āx
m+1
2 ā), where ā ∈ C(a) and v6 does not end with a.
Conditions 1)–3) are definable with parameters in X. Thus, there is a
formula θ0(x, z,X) such that θ0(wM , w,X) holds in MX whenever wM , w are
as we defined them. Then the formula θ1(x, y,X) : ∃z, y (θ0(x, z,X) ∧ z =
u(āxm2 ā)y(āax
m+1
2 āa)∧∀u′ (u 6= u′a)) defines a pair (wM ,M) with parameters
in X.
The first statement of Theorem 3 is proved now.
To prove the second statement we need an analog of Lemma 9, but we
have to make such an element a = am that does not commute with any
generator and the element w is uniquely defined by 1)–3) and wM . If in
Lemma 8 we replace any occurrence of x2 in am by the product of all the
generators in V except x1, then the proof of Lemma 9 will work. This proves
the second statement of Theorem 3 .
Corollary 4. MX and N are bi-interpretable with parameters X uniformly
in X.
This result gives us an interesting corollary.
The first-order theory of every structure B that is bi-interpretable with N
has the same expressive power as the weak second order theory of B. Namely,
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every statement about B that can be expressed in the weak second order logic
of B can be expressed in the first-order logic.
Corollary 5. If B and N are bi-interpretable, then B and S(B,N) are bi-
interpretable.
Proof. Since B and N are bi-interpretable, we have that S(B,N) and S(N,N)
are bi-interpretable. At the same time, N and S(N,N) are bi-interpretable.
Therefore B and S(B,N) are bi-interpretable.
Corollary 6. MX and S(MX ,N) are bi-interpretable with parameters X
uniformly in X.
Corollary 7. A non-trivial AΓ with trivial center and S(AΓ,N) are bi-
interpretable with parameters V uniformly in V .
2.4 Corollaries
We now discuss some corollaries of this bi-interpretation.
2.4.1 Definability of a submonoid
Consider now the submonoid of MX generated by the elements g1, . . . , gk,
that is, 〈g1, . . . , gk〉.
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Theorem 4. For any k ∈ N, there is a formula ψ(y, y1, . . . , yk, X) such that
ψ(g, g1, . . . , gk, X) holds in MX if and only if g ∈ 〈g1, . . . , gk〉.
Such a formula also exists for any non-trivial AΓ with trivial center.
We will give a proof for MX . We will use the fact that the structures N
and S(N,N) are bi-interpretable with MX .
Recall from Lemma 2 that S(N,N) is ∅-interpretable in N. We will refer
to the interpretation in N of a finite sequence (tuple) in S(N) as its code.
Proof of Theorem 4. Consider now W = 〈g1, . . . , gk〉 and recall that each
gi = xi1 · · ·xim has an interpretation in S(N,N) as the tuple ti = (i1, . . . , im),
and this tuple in turn is interpreted as a code ni ∈ N. The set of words
in 〈g1, . . . , gk〉 can be recursively enumerated. Therefore the set of all tu-
ples (g1, . . . , gk, g) such that g ∈ 〈g1, . . . , gk〉 is also recursively enumer-
able. Therefore the set Wk = {(n1, . . . , nk, s)} of k + 1-tuples of codes of
(g1, . . . , gk, g) in N is also recursively enumerable.
By Proposition 1, we have that the set Wk is Diophantine. So, there
is a polynomial P (x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yk, z) with integer coefficients such that
P (x1, . . . , xn, n1, . . . , nk, s) = 0 has a solution in Z if and only if (n1, . . . , nk, s) ∈
Wk. Thus, the formula φ(y1, . . . , yk, z) : ∃x1, . . . , xn P (x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yk, z) =
0 definesWk in Z. Since N is definable in Z, there is some formula φ′(y1, . . . , yk, z)
which defines Wk in N.
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To show that the set Sk = {(g1, . . . , gk, g) | g ∈ 〈g1, . . . , gk〉} is definable
in MX , we use the result in Lemma 9.
The formula φ′(y1, . . . , yk, z) defines the setWk = {(n1, . . . , nk, s)} ∈ Nk+1
where for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, ni is the code of an element gi ∈ MX and
s is the code of an element g ∈ 〈g1, . . . , gk〉. Since N is ∅-interpretable
in MX , by Lemma 1, there is a formula φ∗(y1, . . . , yk, z,X) in MX such
that for any n1, . . . , nk, s ∈ N, N |= φ′(n1, . . . , nk, s) if and only if MX |=
φ∗(n∗1, . . . , n
∗
k, s
∗, X), where n∗1, . . . , n
∗
k, s
∗ are the images of n1, . . . , nk, s in
MX . By Lemma 9 the set of tuples {(n∗1, . . . , n∗k, s∗, g1, . . . , gk, g, } is definable
in MX by some formula θ(n∗1, . . . , n∗k, s∗, g1, . . . , gk, g,X). Let
ψ(g1, . . . , gk, g,X) =
∃n∗1, . . . , n∗k, s∗(φ∗(n∗1, . . . , n∗k, s∗, X) ∧ θ(n∗1, . . . , n∗k, s∗, g1, . . . , gk, g,X)).
Then N |= φ′(n1, . . . , nk, s) if and only if MX |= ψ(g1, . . . , gk, g,X) if and
only if g ∈ 〈g1, . . . , gk〉, so we have our result.
Similarly one can prove the result for AΓ without the center and the
following result.
Theorem 5. Every recursively enumerable language in the alphabet X is
definable in MX .
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2.4.2 Isolation of Types, Homogeneity, and QFA prop-
erty
Let B be an algebraic structure and A ⊆ B. A set p of LA-formulas in n
free variables is called an n-type of Th(B, {a}a∈A) if p∪ThA(B) is satisfiable.
A type p is called complete if for each LA-formula φ with n free variables,
either φ or ¬φ is in p. Moreover, p is said to be realized in B if there is
some b̄ ∈ Bn such that B |= φ(b̄) for all φ ∈ p. For a tuple b̄ ∈ Bn, the set
tpB(b̄/A) = {φ(x̄) ∈ LA | B |= φ(b̄)} is a complete n-type.
A complete n-type p is isolated if there is a formula φ(x̄) ∈ p such that
for all L-formulas ψ(x̄), ψ(x̄) ∈ p if and only if Th(B) |= (φ(x̄) =⇒ ψ(x̄)).
Moreover, B is called atomic over A if every type that is realized in B is
isolated.
Remark 3. Let B be a countable structure. Then B is atomic if for any
b ∈ Bm, the orbit Aut(B) · b is ∅-definable.
A model is homogeneous if two finite tuples realize the same types if and
only if they are automorphically equivalent. Every countable atomic model
is homogeneous.
Theorem 6. MX is atomic and, therefore, homogeneous.
Proof. Note that since the basis X of MX is definable, any automorphism
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must send basis elements to basis elements. Morever, an automorphism is
completely determined by where it sends the basis elements. Thus, the orbit
of a word w = xe1i1 · · ·x
en
in




where σ is a permutation of the set {1, . . . , n}. It is easy to see that this set
is definable. For example, the orbit of a word x21x3x2x3 can be defined by
the formula φ(x) : ∃y1, y2, y3 ∈ X (y1 6= y2 6= y3 ∧ x = y21y2y3y2). Similarly,
we can show that the orbits of arbitrary tuples b̄ of MX are definable. Thus,
MX is atomic.
The same result is true for AΓ without the center because the standard
generating set is definable.
Remark 4. If |X| > 1, then MX is QFA and prime. A non-trivial AΓ with
trivial center is QFA and prime.
This follows from Theorem 7.14 in [Nie07] and Corollary 4. Theorem 7.14
in [Nie07] says that a finitely generated structure B in a finite signature that
is bi-interpretable with the integers (or with N) is prime and QFA.
In contrast to this, recall that two non-abelian free groups of different
ranks are elementarily equivalent, therefore the theory of non-abelian free
groups is not QFA.
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2.4.3 Quantifier elimination
In this section we will show that there is no quantifier elimination in the
theory of any structure that is bi-interpretable with N. In particular, there
is no quantifier elimination in the theory of a free monoid of rank at least
two.
Let L be a first-order language. Recall that a formula φ in L is in a
prenex normal form if φ = Q1y1Q2y2 . . . Qsysφ0(x1, . . . , xm) where Qi are
quantifiers (∀ or ∃), and φ0 is a quantifier-free formula in L. It is known
that every formula in L is equivalent to a formula in prenex normal form.
A formula φ = Q1y1Q2y2 . . . Qsysφ0(x1, . . . , xm) in prenex normal form is
called a Σn formula if the sequence of quantifiers Q1Q2 . . . Qs begins with an
existential quantifier ∃ and then alternates n − 1 times between existential
and universal quantifiers. Similarly, a formula φ as above is a Πn formula if
the sequence of quantifiers Q1Q2 . . . Qs begins with a universal quantifier ∀
and then alternates n−1 times between existential and universal quantifiers.
For a structure B in the language L, denote by Σn(B) (and Πn(B)) the
set of all subsets of Bm, m ∈ N, definable in B by Σn (and Πn) formulas
φ(x1, . . . , xm). Let Σ0(B) = Π0(B) be the set of all subsets definable in B by
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quantifier-free formulas. Clearly,
Σ0(B) ⊆ Σ1(B) ⊆ . . . ⊆ Σn(B) ⊆ . . .
Π0(B) ⊆ Π1(B) ⊆ . . . ⊆ Πn(B) ⊆ . . .
The sets Σn(B) and Πn(B) form the so-called arithmetical hierarchy over B,
denoted by H(B). It is easy to see that if Σn(B) = Σn+1(B) (or Πn(B) =
Πn+1(B)) for some n ∈ N then Σm(B) = Σm+1(B) and Πm(B) = Πm+1(B) for
every natural m ≥ n. We say that the hierarchy H(B) collapses if Σn(B) =
Σn+1(B) for some n ∈ N, otherwise it is called proper.
Theorem 7. Let B be a structure in the language L that is bi-interpretable
with N. Then for any n ∈ N, there is a formula φn in L such that the formula
φn is not equivalent in B to any boolean combination of formulas from Πn or
Σn (with constants from B).
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that for some n ∈ N, any formula φ(x1, . . . , xn)
in the language LB is equivalent in B to some boolean combination φ′(x̄) of
formulas from Πn or Σn with constants from B. Take an arbitrary first-order
formula ψ(z1, . . . , zn) in the language of N, LN. Since B is bi-interpretable
with N, the formula ψ(z̄) can be rewritten as a formula φ(x̄) in LB such
that for any values ā of z̄, N |= ψ(ā) ⇐⇒ B |= φ(b̄), where ā → b̄ when
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N is interpreted in B. By our assumption, there is a formula φ′(x̄) in LB
which is a boolean combination of formulas from Πn or Σn, possibly with
constants from B, such that φ(x̄) is equivalent to φ′(x̄) in B. Since B is
bi-interpretable with N, there is a number m (which depends only on the bi-
interpretation) such that φ′(x̄) can be rewritten into a formula ψ′(z̄), which
is a boolean combination of formulas from Πn+m or Σn+m in LN such that
N |= ψ′(ā) ⇐⇒ B |= φ′(b̄). It follows that ψ(z̄) is equivalent to ψ′(z̄) in N,
i.e., every formula ψ of the language of N is equivalent in N to some formula
ψ′ which is a boolean combination of formulas from Πn+m in the language of
N. However, this is false since the arithmetical hierarchy in N is proper. It
follows that our assumption is false, so the theorem holds.
Corollary 8. The hierarchy H(MX) is proper.
Chapter 3
Equations in metabelian groups
The Diophantine problem (DP) for a group G, denoted DP(G), is the fol-
lowing: Given a finite system of equations in G, is there an algorithm that
can determine whether the system has a solution or not? The decidability
of DP(G) is equivalent to the decidability of the positive existential theory
(with constants) of the group. Note that in the language of groups, positive
existential sentences have the form
∃x1, . . . , xn φ0(x1, . . . , xn, g1, . . . , gm) = 1
where φ0 is a product of the variables x1, . . . , xn and constants g1, . . . gm
from G, and 1 is the identity element of the group. Deciding whether a
sentence (or conjunction of sentences) of this form is true or false in G is
equivalent to deciding whether a finite system of equations has a solution.
In the Sections 3.1 and 3.2 below, we show that the metabelian groups
51
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BS(1, k) = 〈a, b|a−1ba = bk〉 for k ≥ 2 and A o Z, where A is a finitely
generated abelian group, have decidable Diophantine problem. Moreover,
with these algorithm we are able to describe the solution sets of these systems
of equations.
Recall that a group G is metabelian if the commutator subgroup [G,G]
is abelian. The groups BS(1, k) and A o Z are semidirect products of the
form G o Z. Both classes of groups are bi-interpretable with N and thus
have undecidable first order theories. We will use techniques from linear
algebra as well as results from the literature to prove the decidability of the
Diophantine problems for these groups.
3.1 Diophantine Problem in BS(1, k)
Our first main result is the following:
Theorem 8. The Diophantine Problem in BS(1, k) is decidable.
To prove the theorem we have to construct an algorithm that decides
whether a finite system of equations in BS(1, k) has a solution. Recall that
the group BS(1, k) = 〈a, b|a−1ba = bk〉 is isomorphic to the group Z[1/k]oZ,
where Z[1/k] ∼= ncl(a) and Z ∼= 〈b〉, where
Z[1/k] = {zk−y|z ∈ Z, y ∈ N}
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and the action of 〈b〉 on Z[1/k] is given by b−1ub = uk−1. Thus, we can think




−y2 , r2) = (z1k
−y1 + z2k
−(y2+r1), r1 + r2).
The inverse of an element (zk−y, r) is (−zk−y+r,−r).
The following lemma reduces systems of equations in BS(1, k) to systems
of equations in Z.
Lemma 10. Any finite system of equations in BS(1, k) is equivalent to a











τt(r̄) = 0 (3.1)
and ∑
βjrj = δ. (3.2)
where τt(r̄), τij(r̄) =
∑
q αqrq + cq and where αq, cq, δ, γt, βj ∈ Z, , zi, ri, are
variables taking values in Z and yi is a variable taking values in N.
The product zik
−yi can be also considered as one variable in Z[1/k].
Proof. Note that
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(z1k
−y1 , r1) · (z2k−y2 , r2) · · · (znk−yn , rn) =
(z1k
−y1 + z2k
−(y2+r1) + ...+ znk
−(yn+r1+...+rn−1), r1 + ...+ rn)
The system of equations in the first and second component corresponds
to systems of equations of the form (3.1) and (3.2), respectively.
3.1.1 Reducing to a system of linear equations
To solve a system of equations in BS(1, k), we begin by solving system (3.2).
This system is just a linear system of equations with integer coefficients, and
it can be regarded as the equation AX = B, where X = (r1, . . . , rn)
T and
A is the matrix of the system. Using integral elementary column operations
on A and row operations on (A|B), we can obtain an equivalent system
ĀX̄ = B̄ such that Ā has a diagonal form. This is Smith normal form.
Column operations on A correspond to change of variables. Row operations
on (A|B) correspond to transformations of the system of equations into an
equivalent system. If the system ĀX̄ = B̄ does not have a solution, then the
corresponding system of equations in the group does not have a solution. If
the system ĀX̄ = B̄ has a solution, then we replace this general solution into
system (3.1).
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Denote the set of remaining ri’s appearing in (3.1) after substitution by
X̂ = {ri1 . . . rim}. Note that it is possible that system (3.2) has one solution
and that X̂ = ∅.
To solve system (3.1), we will regard the system as a linear system with
variables zik
−yi , and linear combinations of exponential functions as coeffi-
cients (which may contain variables in X̂). It can be transformed using row
operations to an equivalent disjunction of triangular systems (with respect
to variables zsk
















τt(r̄), s = 1, . . . , q,
(3.3)




φj(r̄) = 0. (3.4)
Here, τsj, σij, τt, φj are linear combinations of elements in X̂ and constants,
and aj, γt ∈ Z. We will get a disjunction of systems because when multi-
plying equations by some coefficient, we have to consider separately the case
when this coefficient is zero.
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Note that on the left side of each equation we have terms with zik
−yi,
which we will regard as variables, and on the right we have the terms which
we will regard as constants. We begin by multiplying the first equation by
−k2, adding the two equations and replacing the second equation by this sum.





0 = −k4−r1−r2 − 2k−1
Note that the equations are of the form (3.3) and (3.4), respectively. In
this example, the coefficient −k2 6= 0 and thus we do not obtain a disjunction
of systems.
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z1k
−y1(1− k−r2−r1) + z2k−y2(k−r1−1) = k2−r1
We multiply the first equation by (k−r2−r1 − 1), add the two equations and
replace the second equation by this sum. We must consider separately the





−y2(k−2−2r1−r2 − k−2−r1 + k−r1−1) = 3k−1−2r1−r2 − 3k−1−r1 + k2−r1






1− k−r2−r1 = 0
.
The first system is of the form (3.3), whereas in the second, we have
equations of the form (3.3) and (3.4), respectively.
We will first show how to solve a system with equations of the form (3.4).
In the case where X̂ = ∅, equations of the from (3.4) have no variables and
therefore are easily decidable. We show how to solve the system in the case
when X̂ 6= ∅.
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Semenov’s ideas in [Sem84] (where he proved that the theory of 〈Z,+, kx〉
is decidable) can be used to prove the following lemma:





yj + C = 0, (3.5)
where βj ∈ Z, k ∈ N, k > 1, with variables ȳ = (y1, ..., yn), is equivalent to a
disjunction of linear systems of equations over Z.
Proof. Let ȳ = (y1, . . . , yn) and let λ : {y1, . . . , yn} → {+,−} be a map that
assigns to each variable a positive or negative sign (we will consider yi = 0
a positive assignment). System (3.5) over Z is equivalent to a disjunction of
2n systems, each with an assignment λ. Now we fix one of these systems and
we show how to describe all solutions.
We begin by rewriting each equation so that all variables are positive.
We may do this by substituting in each equation −yi for yi for each yi that
has a negative assignment. Then we multiply each equation by kyi1+...+yis ,
where yi1 , . . . , yis are all the variables whose signs were changed.
For example, suppose we have an equation ky1 − ky2 + ky3 + c = 0 with
assignment y1 < 0, y2 ≥ 0, y3 ≥ 0. Then we rewrite it as k−y1−ky2+ky3+c = 0
with assignment y1 ≥ 0, y2 ≥ 0, y3 ≥ 0 and multiply the equation by ky1 . We
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then obtain the equation
1− ky1+y2 + ky1+y3 + cky1 = 0





j yij + C = 0
where βi, C ∈ Z.
Next, we substitute all sums in exponents of k by new variables to obtain





ŷi + C = 0 (3.6)
Claim: A finite system of equations in the form (3.6) is equivalent to a
disjunction of systems of linear equations of the form {ŷ1 = ŷ2 + c1, ŷ2 =
ŷ3 + c2, . . . , ŷs−1 = ŷs + cs}.
Proof. Denote the new variables as ȳ′ = {ŷ1, . . . ŷm}. We begin by showing
that for each i, there is a ∆i ∈ N such that system (3.6) does not have a
solution if ŷi > ŷj + ∆i for all j 6= i.
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ẑj + C, where all γi, δj are positive integers, ŷ = ŷi and
x̂i, ẑj are all variables in ȳ
′− ŷi. For each equation, let ∆ > logk(
∑
j δj +C) if
C ≥ 0 and ∆ > logk(
∑
j δj) if C < 0, and suppose ŷ > x̂i+∆ and ŷ > ẑj +∆
for all i, j. Then kŷ > k∆kẑj > (
∑
j δj + C)k
ẑj for all j. Thus, the right side
of the equation will always be smaller than the left side, and the equation
has no solution. Thus, we can take ∆i to be the smallest such ∆.
So we have shown that for all variables ŷi, if F
′ (or a finite system of
equations where each equation has form F ′) has a solution then there is a
j 6= i such that ŷi ≤ ŷj + ∆i. Now consider a finite graph G with n vertices
labeled ŷ1, . . . , ŷm and directed edges from ŷi to ŷj whenever ŷi ≤ ŷj + ∆i.
Note that each vertex must be the initial vertex of some edge and thus the
graph must contain a cycle in every connected component. Suppose there is
a cycle ŷi1 , . . . , ŷis = ŷi1 , s ≤ m+ 1. Then
ŷi1 ≤ ŷi2 + ∆i1 ≤ ŷi3 + ∆i2 + ∆i1 ≤ . . . ≤ ŷis + ∆i(s−1) + . . .+ ∆i1
= ŷi1 + ∆i(s−1) + . . .+ ∆i1
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Therefore, the value of any ŷij with 2 ≤ j ≤ s − 1 is bounded by the value
of ŷi1 .
Fix a yij and let ∆j1 =
∑j−1
t=1 ∆it and ∆j2 =
∑m−1
t=j ∆it . Then we may
replace the equation F ′(ȳ) by a disjunction of equations G(ȳ\ŷij) where G is
the same as the formula F ′, but ŷij is replaced by ŷi1 −∆j1 in one equation,
yi1 −∆j1 + 1 in the next, and so on until yi1 + ∆j2 .
Now we may eliminate variables from each equation in m variables in-
ductively, obtaining at each step a new disjunction consisting of a system of
equations in less variables and a set of linear equations of the form ŷi = ŷj+ci
which we use to eliminate one variable. At the last level of each branch of
this procedure, we will have one of three possible outcomes:
1. All exponential terms have canceled out and we have a false equation
with constant terms. In this case there is no solution to (3.6) or (3.5)
in this branch.
2. There is an equation 0 = 0 (i.e. all terms cancel out after a substitu-
tion). In this case all variables (after renumbering) ŷi+1, . . . , ŷm that
remained in the previous step of the branch are taken as free variables,
and we obtain a general solution ŷ1 = ŷ2 + c1, ŷ2 = ŷ3 + c2, . . . , ŷi =
ŷi+1 + ci to system (3.6) along this branch.
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3. There is one equation left of the form βsk
ys +C = 0. In this case, this
equation has a unique solution ys = b or no solution.
In the second case, any solution in Z of the linear system ŷ1 = ŷ2 + c1, ŷ2 =
ŷ3 + c2, . . . , ŷi = ŷi+1 + ci will be a solution to system (3.6) since when we
substitute the variables into this equation, the same cancellations will occur
and we will remain with the equation 0 = 0. This proves the claim.
System (3.5) can also be reduced to a disjunction of linear systems by sub-
stituting each ŷi back to the corresponding linear combination of y1, . . . , yn.
This completes the proof of the lemma.
System (3.4) is also equivalent to a disjunction of linear systems –we first
replace sums appearing in the exponent of k by new variables and then apply
Lemma 11. We now solve this disjunction of linear systems –if it is solvable,
the general solution will correspond to the disjunction of systems of linear
equations on X̂. We fix one of these systems and substitute those ri’s that
are fixed numbers into system (3.3) that has triangular form. Denote the
new tuple of ri’s by X̃.
3.1.2 Algorithm to solve remaining systems
We now describe two procedures: the first will stop if it finds a solution to
(3.3), the second will stop if there is no solution.
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Procedure 1. If an integer solution to the system (3.3) exists, we can
find it by enumerating all integer values of X̃, Y, Z.
Now we will justify the second procedure. We can assume all y ∈ Y are
non-negative. Splitting into several cases as before, we can also assume that




















where s = 1, . . . , q; yj, rj ∈ N, τsj, σij are linear combinations of elements in
X̃ and constants and δis, δij, γt ∈ Z.
Lemma 12. Equation zk−yA = B, where A,B ∈ Z has a solution in Z if
and only if for any prime power pm with p not dividing k, m ∈ N, equation
zA = kyB has a solution modulo pm.
Proof. If equation zA = kyB has a solution in Z, then it has a solution
modulo pm for any p not dividing k.
Suppose that equation zA = kyB has a solution modulo pm for any p
not dividing k. Then every prime power pm, not dividing k, that divides
A also divides B. We can represent A = A1A2, where A1 is the maximal
factor relatively prime with k, and let A3 is such that A2A3 = k
a for some
a ∈ N. Then zk−y = B/(A1A2) = k−aBA3/A1 and A1 divides B. Therefore
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the equation has a solution in Z.
Notice that we can multiply each equation of (3.7) by kys+
∑
i>q yi and not
have negative powers of k on the right side of the equation. Denote this
equivalent system by (3.7′).
Lemma 13. There is an integer solution to system (3.7) if and only if there
are values for the variables X̃ ∪ {zi, yi|i > q}, for which the system ob-
tained from system (3.7 ′) after substituting these values for variables in
X̃ ∪ {zi, yi|i > q} has a solution modulo any prime power pm for any prime
number p not dividing k, and any natural m.
Proof. If there is an integer solution to system (3.7) then there is a solution
modulo pm for any prime number p not dividing k and any natural m.
Suppose there are values for the variables X̃ ∪ {zi, yi|i > q}, for which
the system obtained from (3.7) after substituting these values for variables
in X̃∪{zi, yi|i > q} has a solution modulo any prime power pm for any prime
number p not dividing k. After we substitute these values, each equation of
the system will have the form as in Lemma 12. And by Lemma 12 system
(3.7) has an integer solution.
Lemma 14. If a prime p does not divide a positive natural number k, then
the function ky, y ∈ N, is periodic modulo pm with some period P , namely
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kP ≡ 1(mod pm).
Proof. One can compute all possible values of ky modulo pm. Suppose these
are V = {1, . . . , q}. Therefore there are different numbers P1 < P2 such that
kP1 ≡ kP2(mod pm). Therefore kP1(kP2−P1 − 1) ≡ 0 (mod pm). Since p does
not divide k, kP2−P1 ≡ 1 (mod pm). This implies that the function ky, y ∈ N,
is periodic modulo pm with some period P.
We can now describe the second procedure.
Procedure 2. Note that one can enumerate all prime powers pm not
dividing k.
We begin by enumerating the first prime power pm. Let all values of
ky modulo pm be V = {1, . . . , q}. We go through each equation in system
(3.7′), substituting each term ky, kr by a value in V and each variable zi by
a value in {0, . . . , pm − 1}. Note that this is a finite process since there are
finitely many possible solutions and a finite number of systems. If none of
the systems has a solution, then system (3.7) does not have a solution. If
some of the assignments for X̃, Y, Z give a solution modulo pm, then for each
such assignment we rewrite the variables in X̃ in the form ri = ti + P r̄i,
where ti ∈ V , variables yi, i > q, in the form yi = ai + P ȳi, ai ∈ V , and
zi, i > q, in the form zi = bi + p
mz̄i, 0 ≤ bi < pm. Here, r̄i, ȳi, and z̄i are
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new variables. This restricts their domains when considering prime powers
on the following steps of the procedure. When we make substitutions for
the variables X̃ = {ri} in the terms τsj, σij, τt, these terms will then be
linear combinations in variables {r̄i}. When we make substitutions for the
variables in {zi, yi|i > q}, the terms kyi will then be kai+P ȳi . The form of the
equation will therefore change slightly, but we may still apply the next step
of Procedure 2.
The restrictions on the domains of X̃ ∪{zi, yi|i > q} guarantee that when
considering the prime powers on the subsequent steps of the procedure, we
only consider those values of X̃ ∪ {zi, yi|i > q} for which system (3.7′) has
solution modulo pm for all previously considered prime powers pm.
On each step of the second procedure we obtain a disjunction of possible
domains for variables X̃∪{zi, yi|i > q}, therefore we have a branching process.
If system (3.7) does not have a solution, the second procedure will stop along
all the branches.
3.2 Diophantine Problem in restricted wreath
products with Z
The restricted wreath product G o Z is isomorphic to the semidirect product
⊕i∈ZG o Z, where the action of Z on ⊕i∈ZG is by translation of indices,
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that is, k · {gn}n∈Z = {gn+k}n∈Z. The product of two elements ({gn}n∈Z, k) ·
({hn}n∈Z, l) is ({gn + hn+k}n∈Z, k+ l). When G = Z2, the group is called the
lamplighter group.
If A is a finitely generated abelian group, then A = Zm⊕Zn1 ⊕ . . .⊕Znk
as an additive group. Denote by R the ring Zm ⊕ Zn1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Znk . In this






where P is a Laurent polynomial in R[t, t−1]. Note that P = f(t)t−k where
f(t) ∈ R[t] and k ∈ N.
We will first show that equations in A o Z are decidable for A = Zn and
A = Z. We will denote Zn o Z by Ln and Z o Z by L.
Theorem 9. Equations in Ln are decidable.


















−yn−1tx1+···+xn−2 + · · ·+ f1(t)t−y1
In a system of equations in Ln, some of the xi, fj(t) and yj may be con-
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−y1 + . . .+ Fm(x̄, t, t
−1)fm(t)t
−ym = P (x̄, t, t−1) (3.8)
and ∑
i
cixi + C = 0 (3.9)




σi(x̄) where αi = ±1, and σi(x̄) is a linear com-
bination of elements in x and a constant, fj(t) is a variable that runs over
Zn[t], yj is a variable that runs over N, and P (x̄, t, t−1) is a polynomial in
Zn[t, t−1] with linear combinations of x̄ in the exponents of t and ci, C ∈ Z.
3.2.1 Reducing to a system of linear equations
We begin by solving the linear system (3.9) as in Section 3.1. If the system
does not have a solution, then then the system of equations in the group will
not have a solution either. If the system has a solution, then we substitute
the general solution into system (3.8). Denote the set of remaining variables
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(free variables) by X̃ = {xi1 , . . . , xin}. Note that if system (3.9) has exactly
one solution, then X̃ = ∅ and after substituting, there will be no occurrences
of variables xi in system (3.8).
Now we solve system (3.8). This system can be put in Smith normal
form by regarding the terms fj(t)t
−yj as variables, the terms Fj(x̄, t, t
−1) as
coefficients, and P (x̄, t, t−1) as a constant.
Thus, the system is equivalent to a disjunction of systems of the form:





F ′si(x̄, t, t
−1)fi(t)t
−yi + P ′s(x̄, t, t
−1) (3.10)
for s = 1, . . . , q, and ∑
i
ait
σi(x̄,di) = 0 (3.11)
where ai,∈ Zn and σi(x̄, di) is a linear combination of elements in x̄ with
constants.
Example 1: Consider the following system in L5 with two variables:
f1(t)t
−y1 + (tx1)f2(t)t
−y2 = 1− 2t
(t−2)f1(t)t
−y1 + (tx1−2)f2(t)t
−y2 = 3t−3+x1+x2 − 2t−1 + t2
To put the system in Smith normal form, we multiply the first equation
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by −t−2, add the two equations and replace the second equation by this sum.
We get the following system:
f1(t)t
−y1 + (tx1)f2(t)t
−y2 = 1− 2t
0 = −t−2 + 2t−13t−3+x1+x2 − 2t−1 + t2
The equations are of the form (3.10) and (3.11), respectively. We first
show how to solve system (3.11). We begin by grouping terms in each equa-
tion such that the sum of the coefficients of each group is zero modulo n. If
there is no way to group each equation in the system in this way, then this
system does not have a solution. For, suppose there is a solution to system
(3.11), then after substituting the solution in each equation and simplifying,
the coefficients of each ti should be zero in each equation, thus the sum of
the coefficients of ti before simplifying must be zero modulo n.
There may be more than one way to group the terms of each equation,
in which case we will obtain a disjunction of systems. We fix one system
after grouping and for each equation, we set the powers of t in the terms that
were grouped together equal to each other, consequently obtaining a system
of linear equations.
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Example 3. Consider the equation in L5:
3t3−x1+x2 + 4t−2+x1 + 2tx3−2 + 1 = 0
can be grouped in the following two ways:
(3t3−x1+x2 + 2tx3−2) + (4t−2+x1 + 1) = 0
(3t3−x1+x2 + 2tx3−2 + 4t−2+x1 + 1) = 0
We then obtain two linear systems:
3− x1 + x2 = x3 − 2
−2 + x1 = 0
and
3− x1 + x2 = x3 − 2 = −2 + x1 = 0
.
We now fix one system of linear equations and solve. If there is no solu-
tion, system (3.10) has no solution in this branch. If there is a solution, then
we substitute the general solution back into (3.10).
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3.2.2 Algorithm to solve remaining systems
To solve system (3.10), we will describe two procedures. The first will halt
when a solution to the system is found, the second will halt if there is no
solution to the system.
We can rewrite system (3.10) so that all the variables xi have solutions in
N and so that it is a system of equations over Zn[t]. We do this by rewriting
the system as a disjunction of systems together with a sign assignment on
the xi (as in Section 3.1 in the proof of Lemma 11). We then fix one system





where the first sum is over all xi with a negative assignment and c is the sum















for s = 1, . . . , q.
Procedure 1. If a solution to the system exists, we can find it by
enumerating and testing all possible solutions. We assign values in N to the
xi and the yi, and values in Zn[t] to the fi(t). In L, we follow the same
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procedure, but instead assign values in Z[t] to the fi(t).
Now we justify the second procedure for Ln.
Lemma 15. Any element g ∈ Zpn [t], where p is a prime number, can be
written as g(t) = pk · u ·m(t), where u is a unit, m(t) is a monic polynomial
and k ∈ N.
Proof. Note first that g(t) can be written as pmf(t), where f(t) is a regular
polynomial (that is, it’s not a zero divisor). This can be done by factoring
out the maximum power of p so that at least one coefficient is not divisible
by p.
Now we show that any regular polynomial f(t) can be written as f(t) =
u · m(t), where m(t) is a monic polynomial and u a unit. We will use the
same proof as in [Gre10] to show that for any regular polynomial f(t), there
is a sequence {fi} of monic polynomials such that
fj = fj+1 mod (p
j)
and there is a gj ∈ (p) and a unit b ∈ Zpn such that
bf = fj + gjfj mod (p
j)
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i be a regular polynomial and let du be the coefficient
with the highest degree that is a unit. Define f1(t) = d
−1
u (dut
u + · · · +
d0), g1 = 0 and b = d
−1
u . Now suppose {fi}
j
i=1 satisfies the conditions so that
bf = fj+gjfj+h where h ∈ (pj). Since fj is monic, we can find a q, r ∈ Zpn [t]
such that h = fjq + r, where the deg(r) < deg(fj) or r = 0. Now we set
fj+1 = fj + r and gj+1 = gj + q and we check that the conditions above are
satisfied.
If r = 0, then we have the result. Suppose r 6= 0. Let fj = tu+au−1tu−1 +
· · ·+ a0 and q = csts + · · ·+ c1t+ c0. The coefficient of xs+u in fjq is cs, the
coefficient of xs+u−1 is cs−1 + au−1cs, and so on. Since h = 0 mod (p
j) and
the deg(r) < deg(fj), we have that the coefficients cs ∈ (pj) and cs−1 ∈ (pj)
and so on, so q ∈ (pj). Then gi+1 = gi + q is in (p) and r = h− qfj ∈ (pj).
Therefore, we have that
bf = fj + gjfj + h
= (fj + r) + (gj + q)(fj + r)− rgj − rq
= fj+1 + gj+1fj+1 − r(gj + q)
= fj+1 + gj+1fj+1 mod (p
j+1)
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Finally, note that f = b−1(1 + gn)fn where fn is monic, b
−1 is a unit, and
gn ∈ (p). Note that (1 + gn) is a unit since its constant term is not a zero
divisor.
Lemma 16. Any element f ∈ Zn[t] can be written as f(t) = γ · z · g where
γ is a zero divisor, z is a unit, and g is a monic polynomial.
Proof. Note that there is an isomorphism σ : Zn[t]→ Zpk11 [t]× · · · × Zpkmm [t],
where p1, · · · , pm are distinct prime numbers and such that n = pk11 · · · pkmm ,
and k1, · · · , km ∈ N. Let f ∈ Zn[t] and let (f1, . . . , fm) be its image un-




by Si. By Lemma 15, for i = 1, . . . ,m we have that
fi = p
si
i · ui · f̄i where ui is a unit and f̄i is a monic polynomial. Set γi =
(1S1 , . . . , p
si
i , . . . , 1Sm), zi = (1S1 , . . . , ui, . . . 1Sm), and gi = (1S1 , . . . , f̄i, . . . , 1Sm).
Thus we have that (f1, . . . , fm) =
∏m
i=1 γi · zi · f̄i.
Note that the preimages of z and γ will be a unit and a zero divisor,
respectively, since σ is an isomorphism. We need only check that the preim-
ages of the gi are monic polynomials. But this is easy to see, since σ maps a
coefficient 1 7→ 1 mod pkii which is 1.
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Lemma 17. There is an integer solution to system (3.12) if and only if there
is a value of x̄, fi(t) and yi for i > q that is a solution to this system modulo
h(t) for any monic polynomial h(t) and in any Zk[t], where k|n.
Proof. An integer solution to system (3.12) may fail to exist only if there is
a polynomial h(t) in Zn[t] that divides some F ′s(x̄, t) in the left side of some
of the equations and does not divide the right side. For n prime, Zn is a field
and it is enough to consider monic polynomials. For n composite, by [Gre10],
Lemma 4.6, every polynomial is a product of monic polynomials, a unit and a
zero divisor in Zn. Therefore it is enough to consider monic polynomials and
zero divisors in Zn. Factoring by m that divides n is equivalent to considering
(3.12) in Zk[t], where k = m/n.
Procedure 2 for Ln: By Lemma 17, system (3.12) does not have a
solution if one of the following happens:
• Case 1: For any valuation of x̄, ȳ and fi(t), there is a monic polynomial
h(t) ∈ Zn[t] and an s = 1, . . . , q such that h(t) divides F ′s(x̄, t) but h(t)
does not divide the right side of this equation.
• Case 2: For any values of xi, yi, fi(t), there is a k|n and an s = 1, . . . , q
such that F ′s(x̄, t) is zero in Zk[t] but the right side of this equation is
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non-zero in Zk[t].
We will describe two procedures that will alternate.
Case 1. We fix a monic polynomial h(t) in Zn[t]. Note that each term
fi(t), i > q in system (3.12) can take finitely many values modulo h(t),
namely all polynomials in Zk[t] with degree less than h(t). Similarly, because
the function tn is periodic modulo any h(t), then for any term txi and tyi we
only have to consider values {0, . . . , P − 1} for the xi and yi, where P is the
period of tn modulo h(t). We then test each possible solution set to see if
there is a solution of the system modulo h(t). If some of the possibilities
for the fi(t), t
xi , tyi work, then we rewrite our variables as follows: the terms
fi(t) can be rewritten as fi(t) = r(t) + h(t)f̄i(t), where r(t) is a polynomial
in Zk[t] with degree less than h(t), and the terms xi, yi can be rewritten as
xi = Px̄i + ci and yi = P ȳi + di, where P is the period of t
n modulo h(t)
and ci, di < P . We may get more than one possible solution modulo h(t)
so that we have a new disjunction of systems. We continue this process for
each monic polynomial in Zn[t]. If there is no solution, we will find an h(t)
for which (3.12) has no solution and the procedure will halt.
Case 2. Every time the coefficient F ′s(x̄, t) in the left side of some equa-
tion of system (3.12) is zero modulo k, where k|n, we have to exclude the
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i6=j,i>q yi + P ′s(x̄, t)t
ys+
∑
i>q yi = 0
does not have a solution in Zk[t]. It has the same form as system (3.10),
(3.11). We will run Procedure 2 for this system in Zk[t]. This will include
sub-procedures for Zs[t] for divisors s of k and eventually for Zp[t] for prime
divisors of n. For Zp[t] we will only have Case 1.
Theorem 10. Equations in L are decidable.
A system of equations in L reduces to equations of the form (3.8) and
(3.9), but the fj(t) are variables in Z[t] and P (x̄, t, t−1) is a polynomial with
coefficients in Z. To solve system (3.11) we group terms whose coefficients
add up to 0. Then we reduce this system to system (3.12).
Lemma 18. There is an integer solution to system (3.12) in Z[t] if and only
if there is a value of x̄, fi(t) and yi for i > q, for which there is a solution to
this system in any Zn[t], where n is prime.
Proof. In one direction the statement is obvious. Suppose now that there
is no integer solution to system (3.12) in Z[t]. Then for any value of x̄,
fi(t) ∈ Z[t] and yi for i > q, there is a polynomial h(t) in Z[t] that divides
the left side of one of the equations in system (3.12) and does not divide the
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right side of this equation. Then the right side of the equation has the form
h(t)g(y) + r(t) and there is n such that the images of h(t) and r(t) are not
zeros in Zn[t].
The first procedure will be looking for a solution. The second procedure
will be looking for a number n and a monic polynomial h(t) ∈ Zn[t] such
that for any value of x̄, fi(t) ∈ Z[t] and yi for i > q there is no solution to
the system in Zn[t] modulo h(t).
Theorem 10 implies the following corollary.
Corollary 9. The Diophantine problem is decidable in Zn o Z.
Proof. Equations in Zn o Z have the same form as equations (3.8) and (3.9)
in the proof of Theorem 10, with the exception that the terms fi(t) are in
the ring Zn[t]. Each equation of the form (3.8) is equivalent to n equations,
each corresponding to a component of Zn. Thus, any system of equations in
Zn o Z is equivalent to a system in Z o Z, so the decidability follows from the
decidability of Z o Z.
Combining Theorems 9 and 10 we obtain the second main result.
Theorem 11. The Diophantine problem is decidable in A o Z, where A is a
finitely generated abelian group.
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Proof. Let A = Zm ⊕ Zn1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Znk . Equations in A o Z have the same
form as equations (3.8) and (3.9) in the proof of Theorems 9, 10 with the
exception that the terms fi(t) are in the ring R[t]. Each system of the form
(3.8) is equivalent to several systems, some of them over Z and some over
Zni , each corresponding to a component of Zm ⊕ Zn1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Znk . Solving
these systems simultaneously we will solve the original system.
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